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A new experimental method based on atomic force microscopy allows the investigation of friction at
the scale of individual atoms.
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Everyone learns the basics of friction in high-school
physics classes: the friction force experienced by a sliding object is proportional to the normal force that an
object exerts on a surface. Remarkably, this extremely
simple and empirical relation, known as Amontons’ Law,
is still often used in creating the most technologically sophisticated machines and devices, even though friction
is known to vary with a large number of other parameters not captured in this relation. For example, at the
nanoscale, friction is significantly influenced by adhesion,
an example where Amontons’ Law cannot predict the
friction force [1]. Likewise, friction can depend on sliding
speed, duration of contact, environment, temperature,
and the sliding direction [1, 2]. As reported in Physical Review Letters, Jay Weymouth and colleagues at the
University of Regensburg in Germany have investigated
the friction force at atomic length scales, using an atomic
force microscope (AFM) [3] to probe the forces between
a tungsten tip coated with a small amount of silicon, sliding on the surface of crystalline silicon. They report an
observation never before obtained at the scale of just a
few atoms: friction is strongly dependent on the orientation of specific silicon atomic bonds at the surface with
respect to the sliding direction of the tip.
A directional dependence of friction, also known as friction anisotropy, has been previously observed on larger
scales (at least a few nanometers). For example, a tip was
pulled along a molecular layer where the molecules were
locally all tilted in the same direction. Sliding along the
tilt axis produced lower friction than when sliding perpendicular to it [4]. A similar behavior can be observed
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in a simple way by pressing one’s hands together (as if in
prayer but with the fingers spaced apart). Upon sliding
the fingers of the left hand against the fingers of right
hand (perpendicular to the long axis of your fingers), the
fingers of one hand become stuck in between those of the
other. However, if one instead slides the left hand down
and the right hand up (parallel to the long axis of your
fingers), the hands move smoothly. The relative orientation between the sliding direction and the grooves of one’s
fingers influences friction because of the geometry of our
hands. Friction anisotropy has been observed by sliding
a small tip on atomically flat and well-characterized surfaces [5]. However, in all these cases, the nanometer-size
tip was pressed into contact with the surface, meaning
that a large number (at least thousands) of atoms were
in contact during this experiment.
Recent advances in AFM have led to the development of the highly sensitive frequency-modulation (FM)
method [6], where the tip oscillates in the direction normal to the surface. In this AFM mode, attractive forces
between the surface and the tip cause a change in the
resonant frequency of the force sensor; the surface topography can be imaged by tracking the oscillator’s resonance frequency with very high precision. The tip can
be brought within atomic distances of the surface without
actually touching it. This “noncontact AFM” (nc-AFM)
mode has been used to produce remarkable, atomically
resolved images of surfaces, such as the first atomic resolution images of single pentacene molecules on surfaces
[7], or the rearrangement of individual chemical bonds
during surface chemical reactions [8]. A particularly senc 2013 American Physical Society
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sitive method, pioneered by Giessibl’s group, uses the socalled “qPlus” sensor—a stiff quartz tuning fork with a
sharp and conductive tungsten tip attached at its end [9].
The use of qPlus sensors in nc-AFM allows one to drive
oscillations at amplitudes even smaller than the typical
sizes of atoms, leading to resolution below one atom [10].
In the present work, Weymouth et al. built customized
qPlus sensors that have been rotated by 90◦ with respect
to their typical orientation; this allows the tip to oscillate
parallel, instead of perpendicular, to the surface and thus
measure friction. This novel geometry allowed them to
acquire the first atomic resolution image of the lateral
frequency shift.
The silicon surface they studied consists of pairs, or
“dimers” of silicon atoms that are all aligned along a single, crystallographically defined direction on the surface.
The sample can be prepared so that there are two different regions (terraces) where the dimers are oriented in
two perpendicular directions (see Fig. 1). The research
team found that when the tip was sliding perpendicular to the dimers, the friction force showed a symmetric
modulation at each dimer location. However, if the sliding was parallel to the dimers, the modulation became
asymmetric. This difference could be directly attributed
to the direction dependence of the lateral stiffness of the
atomic bonds of the dimer.
Such atomic-scale studies have an important advantage: the authors can model the surface using a fully
atomistic and quantum-mechanical simulation, which reproduces the experimental observable quantities well,
such as normal or friction forces, normal or lateral stiffnesses, and the measured surface topography. Such simulations are needed as it is not possible, in even the most
careful experiments [2], to simultaneously observe every
atom on the surface and the tip while measuring normal and lateral forces. In contrast, simulations can address every single atom and allow the formulation of an
atomically precise hypothesis to explain the experimental
observations. Furthermore, quantum-mechanical simulations cannot yet reach the length scale of larger-scale friction studies with AFM (quantum-mechanical simulations
are limited by available computer power to a few hundred atoms, whose dynamics can be simulated for only
a few picoseconds). Thus the atomic-scale experiments
by Weymouth and colleagues offered the chance for the
first successful comparison of fully quantum-mechanical
simulations with measurements.
While the results are obtained for a very specific
anisotropic system, the work has more general impact
in two key ways. First, it shows that atomically resolved
lateral stiffness and lateral force measurements are possible. This opens up the possibility of future investigations of other materials and phenomena related to friction. Second, the fact that the calculations match so
well the experimental data helps establish the accuracy
of methods based on quantum-mechanical calculations.
With further increases in computer power and algorithm
efficiency, simulations of larger systems (more atoms) for
DOI: 10.1103/Physics.6.102
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FIG. 1: A simplified sketch of the setup used by Weymouth
et al.[3]. Pairs of hydrogen atoms (bonded to silicon atoms
below them) form “dimers” (represented by copper-colored
ovals) that are aligned within a single atomic terrace. Because
silicon surfaces are cut at slight angles, the flat atomic terraces are separated by surface steps. Resulting from the crystal structure, the dimers on alternating terraces are aligned
at 90◦ with respect to neighboring terraces. A tungsten tip
coated in silicon atoms (obtained by first briefly touching the
tungsten tip to the surface) is brought towards the surface
to within approximately one atomic distance. The tip, directly connected to a quartz oscillator that serves as a force
sensor, is oscillated parallel to the surface, aligned with or
perpendicular to the direction of one of the dimer rows. The
forces acting between the tip and the aligned dimer rows vary
as the tip traverses the step between terraces, resulting in a
variation in the measured frequency shift of the force sensor.
(APS/Philip Egberts)

longer times may realize virtual studies of phenomena
not accessible to experiments.
Even though we know a great deal about friction, much
about it remains a mystery. We do not have any equations to predict the amount of friction between two specified materials, and we do not understand and cannot
quantitatively predict how friction will depend on temperature or the environment. However, through this combination of novel experiments and advanced simulations,
the complex problem of friction is now being studied at
the atomic scale—the most fundamental unit of contact.
Such microscopic insights may help eventually move friction beyond previous empirical approaches to a point
where, through bottom-up understanding of how friction
originates, the properties of materials in sliding contact
can eventually be predicted and controlled. A better understanding of friction will benefit applications ranging
from the study of geological faults to the prediction of
wear in automobile components or microelectromechanical systems (MEMS).
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